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Celebrating Diversity & Tolerance:
Lessons from a mixed-age classroom
Teaching tolerance and embracing
diversity are always on our minds in
early education but seem particularly
relevant in our current atmosphere of
intolerance. In our relatively homogenous neighborhood, it’s often a challenge finding ways to explore diversity. We take advantage of every opportunity to highlight diversity in the
classroom, from family backgrounds
to counting in other languages. The
mixed age classroom provides additional opportunities to help children
understand that everyone has different strengths, interests, and challenges to bring to our community.
Traditional education divides children into very narrow age groups. A
typical class includes students in a
single grade level or one-year age
span. Rarely in our lives are we segregated in such an artificial way. After
grade school, we spend most of our
lives socializing and working in groups
with a variety of ages. Even within
narrow grade-levels, a group of children is rarely at the same developmental level. The fits and starts of

celebrate all the
ways we are unique or different, as
well as our similarities. It’s easy to
encourage the excitement of discovering we have something in common - “MY favorite color is blue! I have a
baby brother too!” As parents and
teachers, we must also model how
differences are opportunities for discussion and deeper understanding -“What is your favorite food?” “Who is
community depends on children’s
in your family?” Through our own
willingness to help each other. While interest, we can model how a new
this frequently manifests as an older ‘friend’ is often an opportunity to
child soothing a younger child or help- learn something about the world. If
ing with a specific task, it just as often we begin early, showing children how
happens in reverse with the younger to approach others with natural curichild sharing his or her special exper- osity and open hearts, they will learn
tise.
to embrace others as unique, see diThe best thing about preschool chil- versity as a strength, and begin to
dren is the unparalleled enthusiasm
build a better world.
and curiosity they bring to the classroom. Children this age come to us
literally “ready to learn”; excited to
share knowledge already gained from
experiences at home while still open
to learning new things at school. Preschool can be a child’s first experience
closely interacting with individuals
outside the family. This is an excellent
opportunity to address stereotypical
assumptions and teach tolerance. The classroom reflects the larger world, where boys take care of
Support TCNS
dolls, some children speak more than
one language, and girls are good at
$50 buys 5 new library books.
math. Young children can easily incor$100 pays for class supplies for
porate new experiences and adjust
their expectations if we help them see
one month.
each person as unique. We must cel$200 ensures teacher training
early development often lead to a
ebrate the diversity of our strengths,
opportunities.
wide range of ability. Helping children fears, and experiences. These are the
accept these differences and see that assets we bring to the group regard$350 covers one month’s tuition
everyone has something to contribute less of age, size, gender or other sufor a child.
is critical to encouraging tolerance.
perficial characteristic.
The mixed age classroom provides an
One of our favorite books explains,
$1000 supplements the cost of
ideal real-life experience where the
“we are all alike, we are all differone school year for a family
gap can be even wider and building
ent.” We can help children learn to
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Our Stories
There was a Christmas tree in the
woods and someone picked it. But
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Alumni Award
Caleb Ladd

there were ants on it. And it was
decorated in the woods. The ants
bite the people and the people die. The ants were
mad at the people for cutting down their tree. But the
people came back alive. They put the ant’s tree back

and picked a different tree. Then they had a beautiful
Christmas. They got lots of presents. One was a boy
and one was a girl. Then they lived happily ever after
with the ants and their trees. — Violet

We go to McDonalds. This time
momma let us get a
milkshake. Clara got a strawberry milkshake. I got a vanilla
milkshake. It got whipped
cream. And we get french fries
and chicken nuggets. We go to the playground.
That’s all! — Willa

My family is getting a puppy. It’s light. I
think it is going to be a girl. We need to
get some dog toys and a collar. We need a
dog bed. I think it will know how to play
fetch. It will fetch a stick. I already have
two cats. My mom thinks the dog will
know not to chase the cats. They are Fizz and Nia. We didn’t name the puppy yet. I hope the puppy will be so cute.
We need to get a leash too. So we can walk the puppy. I
think I can walk it. — Rowan F

My daddy has a tractor. He
rides it. My momma has a
stove. She cooks. She cooks
hot dogs, hamburgers. My daddy mows the tractor. Cooper
went to school. He actually goes
to the big school. — Zia

Looking back on my childhood, I feel that
TCNS really shaped the person I am today. I
specifically remember, every day, going outside and scouring for these little, smooth,
shiny, blue stones. I remember thinking that
they were crystals and every time I found one,
being absolutely ecstatic and feeling like I was
a treasure hunter. When my little friends and I
weren’t searching for these pretty stones, we
were hunting down salamanders by the creek.
They were really slimy and gross and my parents were never too impressed by them but to
me they were the coolest little critters out
there. Even today, I think that salamanders
are really cool animals and every time I see
one I always think of being at nursery school. I
didn’t realize it until I wrote about TCNS in an
essay for my Psychology class a few weeks
ago, but now it has become clear to me how
much those days shaped me. One of my top
three biggest goals in my life is to travel the
world and see as much of it as I can. I think
that this desire can be attributed to all the exploring and “traveling” that I did during play
time at TCNS. I also feel that my love for animals started with searching for the salamanders with my friends. I can still picture the little
area out back where we played and I’m smiling
now just thinking about all the fun times that I
had there.

Caleb plans to become a teacher and hopes to
someday teach in Trumansburg.
The Alumni Award is presented to a graduating
senior who is a an alumni of TCNS and displays
the traits promoted at TCNS; friendship, cooperation and enthusiasm for learning.
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Our intern shares her
experience at TCNS

I

started my internship at TCNS during of my
senior year at Trumansburg High School. It was
my first internship with working with preschool
children in a different environment from my Early
Childhood BOCES class preschool. I started Early
Childhood during my junior year of high school. During that year I got to work in a preschool that was in
my classroom at BOCES. As part of this program I got
to complete three student internships at different
locations. I was lucky enough to be able to do my last
internship in my home town of Trumansburg! I had
attending Trumansburg Schools for seven years so
getting to work with children in my community was
such a amazing experience. The TCNS staff was very
welcoming and I got accustomed to the schedule of
the preschool easily. My favorite part of the preschool day was circle time. I loved singing with all the
children, and especially the show and tell. Every day
a different child would bring in something from
home and share it with rest of the class. It was amaz-

ing seeing how happy the child got to share something with the rest of the class and it was great to get
to know the children even better. I learned so much
about communication and language development
from this experience. Every week I would do a project that I planned in my BOCES class, with the all of
the children. I did many different projects each involving a different curriculum lesson. I loved coming
up with projects for the TCNS children. They all were
very creative and open to any project I brought in for
them. I was so thankful for having this opportunity at
TCNS. It was a great experience and I learned a lot
from it! Currently, I am a freshman at Tompkins
Cortland Community College, majoring in Early Childhood Education! — Auburn Nocce

“C” is for Community
TCNS has always welcomed community volunteers into
our classroom. As a parent cooperative, our success is
built on the foundation of active family involvement and we
welcome parents, grandparents, and others into our classroom. During the 2017-18 school year, our children enjoyed the company of three additional young adult volunteers; a high school senior, recent high school graduate,
and a home school teen.

Family Fun & Field Trips
Taughannock Falls State Park * Bel Canto Farm * Trumansburg Fire Department
* TCNS Graduation Ceremony * Family Dish to pass * Special Person’s Night *
Sibling Night * Dessert Social * Trumansburg Elementary School
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Thank You to Our Supporters
Margo Alexander
Patricia and Richard Austic
Paula Austic
Austic/Loz Family
Cheryl Barton
Sarah and Hayden Brainard
Kelly and Stephen Caraher
Carubia/Kennedy Family
Nicholas Cerratani
Patricia Cerratani
Matt and Torey Compton
Jessica Confer
Bill and Lori Coon
Steven and Rita Daly
Cait and Ben Darfler
Josh Darfler
Marlaine Darfler
John and Christine Delaney
Susan Derby
Doolittle Family
Linda Eva
Frank Family
Katherine Frazer
Gemm Shop
Aaron Godert
Mackenzie Goldthwait
Judith and John Graham
Graham/Lavine Family

Graceful Gardens
Millspaugh Family
Carol Grove
Michele Mitrani
Hart Family
Moore Family
Heetderks Family
Carol Muraca
Claire Hoffmire
Barbara and Don Noveau
Holmberg Family
Ohlsten Family
How Sweet It Is Dessert
P&S Excavating
Betsy Howland
Matthew Perkins
Coch/Hysjulien Family
Perry City Automotive
Julie Johnson
Patricia Pizzutillo
Casey Keller and Keith Hannon
Proctor Family
Sarah and Mike Kennedy
Vince and Jackie Puleo
Sue Kibbe
Jay and Jess Rogan
Matt and Liz Kinast
Lauren Shallish
Anne Koreman
Neil and Maureen Shallish
Kraus Family
Jen and Shane Sharp
Carolyn Kreisel
Amy Soncrainte
Elizabeth Lambro
Smith Family
Carolyn Lange
Scott Sutcliffe
Sue Lason
Arthur Tauck III
Eric Leach
Trumansburg Charitable Trust
Catherine Lynch
United Way of Tompkins Co
Nicole and Phil Maguire
Verrill Family
Christopher Manly
Nicholas Walker
Matthewson Family
Elise Weldon
Micky McKinley
John Wertis
Angela McLennan
Wilcox Family
Kyla Mills

Yes I’d like to Donate to TCNS
The mission of TCNS is to provide an environment to nurture the emotional, social, cognitive, and physical
development of young children and their families.
Mail to: TCNS, PO Box 18, Trumansburg NY 14886
Name:___________________________________
Address:__________________________________
Email:___________________________________
Donation amount: ____$20 ____ $50 ____ $75 ____ $100 ____ other
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In the 2017-18 school year:
41 children attended TCNS
3 children received scholarships
Parents spent over 1000
volunteer hours in the
classroom
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Silent Auction donors
Atlas Bowl  Balance Acupuncture & Massage  Bam Bam Drums  Bel Canto Farm 
Bellwether Cider  Yumiko Boshart  Lily & Lincoln Brainard  Brick House Pottery 
Buttonwood Grove Vineyard  Cauga Arts Collective  Cayuga Chiropractic & Wellness
 Cayuga Lake Creamery  CeCe & Lulu  Cinemapolis  Cooley Construction  Cornell
Athletics  Cornell Outdoor Education  Creekside Café  Dolce Delight  Doolittle Design  Emoticakes  Felicia’s Atomic Brewhouse & Bakery  Finger Lakes Beverage
Center  Finger Lakes Grassroots Festival  FLX Fitclub  Gimme Coffee  Ginny Lee
Café  Glenwood Pines  Gothic Eves B&B  Gunpoets  Hangar Theatre  Hazelnut
Kitchen  Hilton Garden Inn  Hosmer Winery  How Sweet It Is  Inn on Columbia 
Island Health & Fitness  Italian Carry Out  Italian Kitchen  Ithaca Ale House  Ithaca Farmer’s Market  Ithaca Vintage  Jeff Vorhis  Jenny Chorba  Jillian’s Drawers 
Kelly Caraher Yoga  Lakshimi Living Arts  Little Venice Restaurant  Liquid State
Brewing  LL Hammond  Lucas Vineyard  Maguire Family Dealerships  Mahogany
Grill  Mama Goose  Mary Spicer  Maxies Supper Club  Melanie Andrew  Moosewood Restaurant   Museum of the Earth/Cayuga Nature Center  Myers Distillery 
Nicole Hubbell  NY Pizzeria  P&S Excavating  Pescos Barbershop  Piggery  Plum
Creek Designs  Pure Sweat Bikram Yoga  Rasa Spa  Redbyrd Cider  Red Feet Wine
& Spirits  Rednewt  Ron Don’s  Sassy Dog Grooming  Sciencenter  Sheldrake
Point  Shedardess Cellars  Short’s Barbershop  Silo Food Truck  Silver Line Tap
Room  Sound & Stone Massage  Star Embroidery  State Theater  Stonecat Café 
Sundrees  Sweetland Farm  Tastefully Simple  Taughannock Inn  T-burg Liquor 
T-burg Fire Department  T-burg Shur Save  T-Fit Zumba with Jamie  Trust Company
 Viva Taqueria  The Word Pro  Wine & Design  Wild Apples Toys  Young Living
Essentail Oils

Ways YOU can support TCNS
Our current efforts are to create a sustaining scholarship fund, so that any child may attend
TCNS!


Do your online shopping through AmazonSmile and select TCNS as the recipient of the
donation - ask friends and grandparents to do the same - www.smile.amazon.com



Motivate your friends and family to donate to TCNS during Giving is Gorges next spring www.givingisgorges.org



Come to Fun with Santa on Dec 1st! Tell all of your friends



Donate directly to TCNS at www.tcns.info or designate your United Way contribution to
TCNS



Mark your calendar and attend our amazing Silent Auction on Sunday March 3rd, 2019

Most importantly, tell your friends and family in what you love about TCNS. This is truly a
community school and we love the support from our whole community
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Martha Kotun Book Available
Martha Kotun spent years as a parent advocate and
educator in our community. She taught at Trumansburg Elementary School for 25 years., and before that
was a teacher at TCNS. Inspired by Martha’s practical wisdom, friends and family helped bring together
some of her writing in a book, “Thriving and Surviving: Sharing the Parent Journey”. The book is a collection of parenting articles which originally appeared in Ithaca Child between 1993 and 2001. To
learm more, contact kotunbook@gmail.com, or visit
the Ulysses Philomathic Library to purchase a copy.
Profits from the sale of the books ($10 each) will fund
an endowment to provide books for children and parents at the library.
“The giving of courage
has broad implications
and lifelong consequences. It takes courage for
each of us to reach our
individual potential. Children have a better
chance of contributing
all their special qualities
to society when we help
them, as best we can,
with this crucial gift.”
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More Stories
Paxton sits on the table when she is
not supposed to. Mommy and daddy put her in the thinking chair. She
screams and she gets out. And
mommy and daddy put her back.
They have to hold her there until
she is ready to come out. One time she taked some-

thing out of my hand when I was trying to write mommy’s name. Then she had to go to the thinking chair
again. And another time she hitted mommy and daddy and she had to go back to the thinking chair. —
Carlee

The little piggies go to the farmer to
eat their piggy food. Then they go to

farmhouse to eat the people food because they were so hungry. Then
they went to the horse barn but they
wouldn’t share their food.—Rowan D

- Martha Kotun

Why Move?
With all the publicity surrounding our possible move, many people have been asking
us, “Why move?” Many have fond memories of their children’s time at TCNS and
worry that leaving the space we’ve occupied
for nearly 60 years will change the mission
or character of TCNS. Our wish to move is
motivated mainly by our continual striving to
meet the highest standards of early education. Our high quality teaching staff, professional development, and curriculum already reflect best practices in the early childhood field, but unfortunately our current building does not meet those standards. Inadequate parking, and lack of classroom and
playground accessibility are just a few of the difficulties of our current location. Parents and grandparents
with physical limitations are unable to fully participate in our parent cooperative program or enjoy the precious classroom helper time. We also wish to include more children and families by adding classrooms. It’s
heartbreaking to turn away any child excited about preschool because of lack of space. A new location
would allow TCNS to improve our classrooms and playground, welcome more families, and expand community programs. At TCNS we believe the children in our community deserve the best we can offer.
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community events

2017-18 Professional Development
Thanks to a generous donation from the Trumansburg Charitable Trust, our teachers were
able to attend the annual NYS NAEYC conference
in May. Our teachers participated in a number of
workshops at the conference including creating a
supportive learning environment, storytime engagement, reaching students with special needs,
effective teacher-child interactions, the wide
world of stem, and sensory integration. This donation will provide valuable training opportunities
to TCNS staff for many years to come.

December 1st, 10 am to 1 pm. — Fun
with Santa. Face painting, crafts,
nearly new toy sale, cake wheel and
photos with Santa.
March 3rd Atlas Bowl — Silent Auction. Good music, food, friends and
fun!

Jpin us for Story Time with Ms. Jackie
1st & 3rd Wednesdays at 10:30 in the chapel nursery/TCNS Two’s Room
from October to April. Books, songs, age-appropriate art project.

